Scripps Institution of Oceanography Office of the Director (Kennel)

SIO Office of the Director (Kennel). Films 1963-1994

Physical Description: Sixteen 16mm films

Description: Miscellaneous films received from the SIO Director’s Office. Ten are film stock of various sizes on cores and one reel which appear to be of various UCSD buildings, building site locations and building progress. Including one film that is a time lapse sequence during construction of one of the buildings. In some instances the building are shown when they still named alphabetically and before given a formal name or departmental assignment. One film of data information from the ‘1973 Oregon Coastal Sea Surface Temperatures,’ one film titled ‘Dolphin,’ one film titled ‘Tsunami’ from SIO and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and finally one titled ‘A&E Actions 1st Fill’ from May 1965.
TITLE: Tsunami by William G. Van Dorn  
DATE: Unknown Date  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501936 = 16mm film, color, sound  
DESCRIPTION: Appears to be part of a discussion on the Project Cannikin, with William G. Van Dorn briefing to the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission – Nevada Operations Office on the subject of ‘Tsunami’  
NOTE: Written on the leader “Tsunami-Van Dorn Briefing”

TITLE: Animals, Animals, Animals: The Dolphin  
DATE: July 1994  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501937 = 16mm film, color, sound  
DESCRIPTION: Film about dolphins  
NOTE: Distributed by ‘The Media Guild’ 118 South Acacia Avenue, Box 881, Solano Beach, California 92075

TITLE: Oregon Coastal Sea Surface Temperatures  
DATE: 1973  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: U.S. Office of Naval Research  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501938 = 16mm film  
DESCRIPTION: Film is titled “Oregon Coastal Sea Surface Temperatures, 1973” with reference to the COHO Project (IDOE/NSF) Office of Naval Research.

TITLE: A&E – Action 1st Fill  
DATE: May 1965  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501939 = 4 ¾ inch 16mm film on core  
NOTE: Taped label on film states “Univ. of Calif. 520EC02 SD #33012”

TITLE: Panorama of Muir Site aboard Ellen B. Scripps  
DATE: May 1965  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501940 = 8 inch 16mm film on core  
NOTE: Taped label on film states “UC of San Diego – IGPP-3, 818EC7 ”

TITLE: New Campus Exhibit Bldg B  
DATE: May 1965  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: R. Alexander, University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501941 = 8 ½ inch 16mm film on core  
DESCRIPTION: Possibly about “Bldg B” which would be the Economics building for UCSD. Buildings were assigned letters before a designated a name.  
NOTE: Written on leader “Foot 405ECON”
TITLE: UCSD - Various Buildings  
DATE: January 31, 1964  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501942-A & B = Two 16mm film on core;  
                 mov00501942-A = 3 ¼ inch on core, written on tape “Physics – Chemistry Building – Progress”;  
                 mov00501942-B = 5 inch on core, [No labeling on the film]  
DESCRIPTION: Footage of various buildings and building progress for UCSD, including the Physics and Chemistry buildings.  
NOTE: Invoice to UCSD and other paperwork kept in film can.

TITLE: UCSD #38 H-L Buildings – Time Lapse  
DATE: June 14, 1979  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501943-A through D = Four 16mm film on core, B&W;  
                 mov00501943-A = 3-inch on core, written on tape “H-L Bldg. Time Lapse”  
                 mov00501943-B = 3-inch on core, written on tape “H-L Bldg.”  
                 mov00501943-C = 4-inch on core, [No labeling on the film]  
                 mov00501943-D = 4-inch on core, [No labeling on the film]  
DESCRIPTION: Footage of various buildings and building progress for UCSD, including a time lapse sequence.  
NOTE: Invoice to UCSD and other paperwork kept in film can.

TITLE: UCSD #9 Building Site Construction Underway  
DATE: Unknown date  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501944 = 5-inch 16mm, reel, B&W  
DESCRIPTION: Footage of various buildings and building progress for UCSD.  
NOTE: Smaller cardboard label states “77012 – Univ. of Calif. 51902B”  
NOTE: Invoice to UCSD and other paperwork kept in film can.

TITLE: UCSD #24 Building Progress – 10 days  
DATE: July 19 – August 1, 1963  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501945 = 3 ½ inch 16mm, reel, B&W  
DESCRIPTION: Filming of ten days of the building progress for UCSD.

TITLE: UCSD #37 Building Sequence  
DATE: December 10, 1963  
CREATOR/PRODUCER: University of California San Diego (UCSD)  
ORIGINAL FORMAT: mov00501946-A & B = Two 16mm, reel, B&W;  
                 mov00501946-A = 5-inch 16mm, on core, Poss.  
                 mov00501946-B = 5-inch 16mm, on core, Neg.  
DESCRIPTION: Filming of UCSD building sequence.